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Information request to Russellville Solar, LLC
Case Number 2021-00235

pt written request for information to Russellville Solar, LLC, following the order entered by KY
Public Service Commission on 3/17/22. The following are questions from the -Family.
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1. How will you ensure property values in the area will not decrease? Houses are already
being sold in the area because they don't want to live around a solar farm.
2. Why has the company changed names numerous times?
3. Why is the company now called Russellville Solar, LLC when the project is actually in
Logan County?
4. How will you accommodate the numerous people in the county that you are putting out
of work such as farmers, crop insurance agents, etc.?
5. How can you ensure that the panels will not put off radiation and cause cancer in the
people who choose not to move? Has there been studies in this longer than 15-20
years?
6. What are the long term (20-30 years) health effects on humans, wildlife and farm life?
What studies can you provide that has 20-50 years of research?
7. Who will be responsible for the deconstruction of the WHOLE solar farm when the
contract has ended or in the case that the company goes bankrupt?
8. How does this benefit the people of the Olmstead community?
9. How does this benefit the residents of Watermelon Road?
10. How can you ensure that the solar panels will not be an eye sore from Watermelon
Road?
11. Will the land/soil be viable again once the panel farm is gone? What research do you
have to support your responses?
12. How many sheep are you providing? How can you ensure the safety and well-being of
the sheep? Who will groom the sheep? How much will the grooming cost? How often
will they be groomed? Who pays for the grooming? Will the sheep be affected by the
heat the solar panels attract?

13. What is the reasoning that only a select few were sent letters and invited to a meeting
and not publicly announced? Why weren't letters/invitations to these meetings sent to
the whole county or the Olmstead community?
14. Specifically, who was sent a letter of invitation to this meeting? How were those select
few chosen?
15. Why are you putting solar panels in Logan County, on prime farmland, but servicing
businesses in Warren County and NOT Logan County?
16. Why is a "public" meeting being held in Frankfort on 6/30/2022, when many of the
people of Logan County will not be able to travel to this meeting?

Thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing back soon.
Respectfully submitted,
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